Life and everything

As recommended by Institute members

Go

Viking Yuen, Accounting Manager of Travelzen, on
underexplored destinations to add to the bucket list
Natural beauty: Iguassu Falls
Located on the border of Argentina
and Brazil, Iguassu Falls is one of the
world’s largest waterfalls. Stretching
2.7 kilometres wide, it is nearly three
times wider than Niagara Falls.
It’s made up of a system of around
275 waterfalls or cataracts. The main
waterfall is called “Devil’s throat,”
and features a boardwalk allowing
visitors to get close to the falls and
take spectacular photos. It’s also an
opportunity to get soaked so I would

Book

recommend bringing a raincoat.
Great history: Terracotta
Army Museum
This is a part of the Mausoleum
of the First Qin Emperor in Xi’an,
China. It’s believed that it took more
than 700,000 workers 38 years to
complete its construction.
It’s estimated that there
are more than 80,000 life-size
terracotta soldiers, chariots and
horses exhibited in the museum

and archaeologists are still in the
process of discovering more. The
face of each soldier is unique,
and their different clothing and
hairstyles reflect their ranks and
positions.
Designated to guard the whole
mausoleum and the emperor, the
army is equipped with the most
advanced weapons of that era,
showing the prosperity of ancient
China, and the technology involved
in creating these lifelike warriors.

Raymond Lo, Finance and Operations Director
at Oxford University Press (China), on books
that will sharpen the mind
Mindset is a simple word which I always use to
reinforce the positive attitude of subordinates.
By looking at the difference between “fixed
mindset” and “growth mindset,” Carol Dweck’s
book Mindset offers insight into how the growth
mindset works towards a person’s motivation
and ability to achieve his or her goals in career
and life. The book is not only the summary of
Dweck’s research on the topic but also contains
real-life stories which are inspiring. It also
provides tips on how to foster the growth mindset,
making it a good read for young accountants and
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parents with young kids.
Chan Koon-chung is a renowned Hong Kong
writer whose best selling fictions such as The Fat
Years ( 盛世) and The Unbearable Dreamworld
of Champa the Driver (裸命) are well-acclaimed.
I find them a pleasure to read and re-read. His
latest book “是荒誕又如何” is a collection of his
recent short articles covering various topics,
including his interpretation of Hong Kong
localism and other social issues. Given recent
dilemmatic political situation, this book is both
relevant and thought-provoking.
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Eat
Toliver Tsui, Finance Manager at Star of Canton Restaurant
Group, on his top three Chinese joints
Star of Canton
This Chinese restaurant chain is highly
recommended for morning Yum Cha
with its barbecue pork buns and shrimp
dumplings, and for Peking duck with friends
and families at dinner. Here, Peking duck
pancakes are served with a steamer to ensure
their signature dish is always consumed
at the best temperature. Apart from the
reasonably priced quality food that is free
of MSG, much effort is put into giving
customers a notable dining experience.

homemade desserts, Hua Diao preserved
plum sherbet and Chinese wine chocolate ice
cream, will not let you down.
Mak Sang Kee
I am also a big fan of cha chaan tengs where
one can crave for a wide variety of Westerninfused Hong Kong-style foods. Every time
I go hiking in South Lantau Island, I go
to Mak Sang Kee in Mui Wo afterwards,
where they have the best french toast and
Milk Tea I’ve ever had in Hong Kong.

Sha Tin 18
In this authentic Dongguan and Northern
Chinese restaurant, you get a front row view
of chefs in the show kitchens while enjoying
your meal. For those with a sweet tooth, its
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Charity

Carrie Yiu, Director of Operations at Oxfam Hong Kong,
on the best ways to play a part in meaningful events

Oxfam Trailwalker 2015

In the hustle and bustle of everyday
life, I can fully appreciate the
importance of leading a balanced
lifestyle and giving back to society. I
know a number of friends who have
big hearts and love to volunteer,
and they often ask me how they can
contribute to Oxfam’s work. The most
common volunteer opportunities I
recommend include the Rice Event,
Trailwalker and Musical Marathon.
Volunteers are integral to the success
of large-scale events like these and
every person counts.
Take the Rice Event, for instance.
Without volunteers, we probably
wouldn’t be able to set up more

than 200 stalls across Hong Kong
and Macau every year in May.
For Trailwalker, the Institute will
have 10 teams participating in this
renowned 100-kilometre event
in November. More than 3,000
volunteers support along the trail
each year. If you are interested in
experiencing this extraordinary
challenge and giving your support to
members, you can register as Friends
of Oxfam Trailwalker from now on
until 3 October. In addition to the oneoff volunteer experience, you may also
explore other volunteer opportunities
on a more regular basis in our office, at
Oxfam stores or even at home.
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